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The Eagle has landed,
Neil Armstong famously
said in ’69 upon landing
on the moon. Now you
can be greeted by your
own astronaut!

Kim Simonsso, Moss
Astronaut Looking Up,
2017 Stoneware, nylon fiber
$25,000
Jason Jacques Gallery 29
East 73rd Street New York
New York 10021
jasonjacques.com

It’s a celebration all the
time in any dining room
featuring this Murano
hand-blown glass
chandelier fashioned like
designer balloons.
21st Gallery, Digit
chandelier mirrored sky
blue and white lattimo
Prices come in three sizes
and are available upon
request
21stgallery.com
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LET SPRING BRING IN THE MAGIC OF NEW BEGINNINGS, FLOW ERS IN
BLOOM, LONGER DAYS, WARMER NIGHTS, AND A COLLECTION OF UNIQUE
OBJECTS TO INSPIRE THE INNER HOME CURATOR IN EV ERYONE!

The ultimate men’s
accessory is the watch,
and the ultimate male
should have a variety at
his disposal… at least we
think so! These 37mm
watches offer a piquant
mix of diamonds set
bezel with ready-foranything stainless steel
case, and rubber strap.
After all, nothing says
casual glam like rubber
and diamonds!
Audemars Piguet, The
Royal Oak Offshore Diver
in Pink-But In A Good Way
from the ‘Funky Colours’
collection
$29,300
audemarspiguet.com

Ping pong is the perfect
sport to play indoors
or outdoors, and with
these pastel dipped
handcrafted paddles,
beer pong players need
not apply!
Frescobol Carioca,
Beach Bats
$245
mrporter.com

Curated by ELISABETH JONES-HENNESSY
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www.elisabethjoneshennessy.com

Luxury comes in mint green in Asprey’s python and
patent oyster crocodile mini bag. The crocodile tassel
and palladium finished features allow this number to
be the star of any wardrobe both day and night!
Asprey, 167 Mini in Eau De Nil Python
$8150
Available at Asprey New York store
853 Madison Ave, New York, NY, 10021
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There is nothing like serving tea that’s pretty in pink.
Inspired by laboratory apparatus, these handmade tea
pots are both soothing and satisfying.
Tom Dixon, Bump Tea Pot
$145
tomdixon.net
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One of our favorite
things about spring and
summer are the fabulous
accessories that herald
the warm weather. These
are one of those fabulous
accessories!
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Louis Vuitton,
The Party-Mirror gradient
silver pink, and Thelma &
Louise – gold mirror silver
Prices upon request
louisvuitton.com

Your perfect sidekick to
run your urban errands!
Take this peach with you
to the farmer’s market
and get the apples
rolling.
Shinola, The Runwell
bicycle
$2950
shinola.com

Be a walking work
of art in this Pop Art
collaboration!

Calvin Klein
205W39NYC, printed
white denim jacket (Printed
artwork: Andy Warhol,
Little Electric Chair,
1964-65 © The Andy
Warhol Foundation)
$850
Printed white straightleg denim pant (Printed
artwork: Andy Warhol,
Little Electric Chair,
1964-65 © The Andy
Warhol Foundation)
$595
Western ankle boot.
$1295
calvinklein.com
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This singular hanger is
a sculpture deserving of
a grand entryway, office,
bedroom or bathroom.
The opened, yet defined
shape frames the
irregular hanging branch
used for your clothing
item, making it feel like a
work of art.
Cappellini, Koeda by
Nendo
$1550
cappellini.com
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This Rolex by
laCalifornienne brings a
new meaning to the term
magic hour. This vintage
timepiece has been
restored and reimagined
with the colors of a
California sunset. The
dial and leather strap
have been hand painted
to create a truly unique
timepiece.

Jennifer
Ξuccarini

Rolex, laCalifornienne
custom solid gold
Rolex Oyster Perpetual
Day-Date in Flamingo Berry
$15,500
lacalifornienne.com
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Be your own barista
with this 50s retro style
espresso machine.
Smeg, espresso coffee
machine in pastel blue
$450
smegusa.com
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photo by Michelle Kappeler

Place of Birth: Toronto, Canada
Place of Residence: New York City
Occupation: Founder of Fleur du Mal
What is Fleur Du Mal: I had a vision for a brand that spoke
to women who are powerful, chic, and not afraid to express their
femininity or own their sexuality. The name derives from a famous
collection of poems by Charles Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du Mal. I
loved the dichotomy of the name Fleur du Mal, it really spoke to
our sensibility — something that is beautiful, but also has a bit of
a dark, mischievous side. There is also a cheeky side to Fleur, it’s
not super serious or overtly sexy, there is a lightness and a sense of
humor that I really enjoy about it.
What is your mission: To change the way women approach lingerie, and to own the fashion lingerie space. From there it’s evolved
into the idea of dressing up and undressing. We’re thinking about
dressing our woman from lingerie up, and that has extended into a
full ready-to-wear collection, swim, and soon to be accessories and
beauty line.

Describe your creative process: I keep tons of files with inspiration. There may be an idea I will think about for several seasons
and wait for the right moment. I love looking for inspiration when I
travel in local vintage stores, art galleries, museums, etc. Listening
to music always inspires me. Getting down to actually being creative takes time. To sketch, I need to get into the mood and have all
of my supplies: my favorite markers, mechanical pencils, a particular pad of paper, etc. I begin every season with digital inspiration
board in Illustrator. I like starting there because it’s easy to move
things around or create groups. I will then create a physical board
with my team and take it from there.
Favorite part of the job: Brainstorming with my team, and
starting from a place that seems unattainable and almost laughable—imagine if we actually did that!? And then making some version of that idea. Idea to creation is what I love.
Clients include: Rihanna, Sienna Miller, Gigi Hadid, Angelina
Jolie, and Kendall Jenner to name a few.

Jennifer Zuccarini
www.f leurdumal.com
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This pastel yellow
architectural sofa will
cheer-up, and elevate,
any room!

Who is the Fleur du Mal customer: Our customer is strong,
confident, intelligent and in touch with her feminine side. Our
younger customer will wear a sheer dress and a bodysuit, or a bra
as a top with total confidence. We also have our more established
client who will wear our lingerie under their corporate attire or our
silk suits and slip dresses.

Taylor Llorente, sofa
reference art GR10221
$18,500
taylorllorentefurniture.com

Sink your feet into this
wash of soft colors.
Wool and silk have been
woven together in Nepal
to create this sensual
carpet.
Jan Kath, Spectrum
carpet
Prices start at 2086€ and
vary depending on size
jan-kath.de
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This vase reminds us
of a French tulip on the
verge of bloom. Keep
spring with you all year
round with the Cut vase
from Feyz studio.
Feyz Studio, pink ombre
Cut vase
$1200
shopmmcurate.com
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This purple pastel look
is a must-have for any
spring and summer
wardrobe!

Max Mara, jersey long
sleeve top with camisole
$425
813 Madison Ave, New
York, NY 10065 (212) 8796100 cotton bull-skirt,
$665
Bristol St, Costa Mesa,
CA 92626 (714) 7547900calf leather T-strap
sandal
$635
813 Madison Ave, New
York, NY 10065 (212)
879-6100
us.maxmara.com

CHRISTOPHER
Place of Birth: Connecticut
Place of Residence: Beverly Hills, CA
Occupation: Founder, Designer & Creative Director of
CCCXXXIII

R. King

What is CCCXXXIII: A purveyor of limited edition, luxury
lifestyle objects with an unwavering commitment to quality and
perfection. Our first release will be the attaché case. CCCXXXIII
are the Roman numerals for 333, and we release only 333 items per
product line in just three tiers: only 3 in the first tier, 30 in the second tier and 300 in the third tier. We spare no expense to ensure
that only the best of the best artisans, processes, and materials are
used to craft each item.

What is your mission: To redefine the world of luxury and bring
back the quality and craftsmanship which was once exclusively
enjoyed by the aristocracy of centuries past.
Describe your creative process: It starts with an idea or a feeling, and I allow myself the opportunity to fully explore the dream
without limits. With this kind of freedom, the possibilities are endless. Once I have the vision and know what I want to create, I get
going and don’t stop until I see my vision come to life. And, when
I sit down to design a collection I need to be in the right environment. I am inspired by excellence, so I find myself escaping to my
favorite hotels and museums.

Who is the CCCXXXIII customer: A successful, well-travelled,
experienced luxury connoisseur. They are either a self-made mogul,
a high-level politician, an extremely high-level executive, an aristocrat, or royalty. The CCCXXXIII client needs no introduction,
and their energy and presence palpably transform and elevate the
vibration of any room they enter. They exude confidence, refinement, charm, and success. They are not swayed by brand labels,
and they appreciate the history, heritage, time, energy, and the rare
and precious materials that go into creating an unparalleled worldclass product.
Favorite part of the job: I designed the first bag just for me
because I couldn’t find what I wanted. When I realized there were
other people wanting the same thing out of a bag, my path was
set. I am obsessive about details, so I travel the world to select
the skins, and I work alongside generational artisans. When I see
people’s reactions when they see the final product my dream has
been realized.
Clients include: As a company policy, we do not disclose names
of our clients.

Christopher R. King
Contact information, such as where to buy: www.CCCXXXIII.com, www.christopherrking.com
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Italian architect and designer, Mario Bellini
reinterpreted the concept of classic furniture with the
932 model in the 60s. By rethinking the padding of the
traditional armchair, he connected four independent
cushions by a belt, and voilà, a chair worthy of
conversation.
Cassina, MB1 Quartet by Mario Bellini
From $4,890
cassina.com
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These whimsical rings
are a modernized and
playful interpretation of
an original classic ring
worn in the early 20s
and 30s. What was old is
new again!
Asprey, Flip Ring
Collection
Prices vary
asprey.com
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This is a clutch you
want to hold on to!
The Blondie features a
wood case, Napa leather
lining, magnetic kiss-lock
clasp, and a detachable
chain strap, making this
minaudiere as delectable
as a macaroon.
Malini Murjani, coral
Blondie clutch
$795
shopmmcurate.com
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This powder blue Stella
McCartney suit beckons
the glory days of David
Bowie, but allows for the
less flamboyant man to
get his chic on.
Stella McCartney, willow
double breasted Dharles
jacket
$1500
willow Julian trousers
$600
white Simon shirt
$320
stellamccartney.com/us
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Rianna Nektaria
Nina Kuhn

This exotic Indiainspired sweater merits
a second look! The hand
painted print includes
hand-placed crystals.
Camilla, Kalbelia Queen
Round Neck Sweater
$400
camilla.com
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This unusually playful
series of head-turning
desk and consoles
are the answer to any
minimally designed
modern interior.
Designed by Nendo,
the Roof Collection is
available in different
heights and sizes.

Cappellini, Roof Collection
by Nendo
Starting at $3300
cappellini.com

Every girl has dreamed of being a Princess, and this
one-of-a-kind Buccallati cuff is a dream come true!
This 18k white and yellow gold showstopper set with
jade, brilliant-cut and rose-cut diamonds inspires royal
treatment.
Buccellati, one of a kind cuff
Price upon request
us.buccellati.com
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Rianna
+Nina
Place of Birth: Greece and Germany respectively
Place of Residence: Berlin
Occupation: Fashion designers
What is Rianna+Nina: We are a truly individual Berlin-based
label that stands for bold colors, and one-of-a-kind pieces handmade from luxury fabrics and rare material that we collect from all
over the world.
What is the mission for your brand: Creating clothing for
women who want to express their uniqueness.

photo by Julia Zierer

Who is the Rianna + Nina customer: Women who share a
passion to look and feel extraordinary. When you love vibrant colors, adore beautiful fabrics, and are passionate about vintage,
a Rianna + Nina piecewill make you very happy!
Describe your creative process: Rianna’s instincts guide
her when it comes to selecting fabrics and colors. The feeling of
going on a treasure hunt for fabrics is something that has driven her
for decades.
Favorite part of the job: To see our clients feel proud and special wearing our pieces. Every time we have an opportunity to meet
our customers, we are inspired by their uniqueness and energy.
Clients include: Moda Operandi, Bergdorf Goodman, Browns
London, Matches Fashion, KaDeWe Berlin.

Rianna+Nina
Contact information, such as where to buy: www.riannaandnina.com
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Allow the calming
feeling of a watercolor
painting transform your
space and your mood.
Eskayel textile and
design studio create ecofriendly wallpaper with
colors that invite spring
all year round.
Eskayel, Cherifia Duomo
Price upon request
eskayel.com

25
Cult Gaia, Pink Acrylic
Lilleth
$378			
cultgaia.com
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Put a spring in your step
with these pastel men’s
sneakers!
Jimmy Choo, Ace croc
print nubuck in ocean
$695
Available at select
Jimmy Choo Stores
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Tufty, Tufy Time Sofas
prices vary
tuftytime.com

Chéri Samba x The Skateroom, J’aime
la Couler skateboard collection
$950
some sets are available at theskateroom.com
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Big Chill, Retro Microwave
in blue, turquoise, and
yellow
$595
bigchill.com

You never have to fight
for your own space
on a sofa again with
Tufty Time Sofas that
come in 28 modular
pieces allowing you to
customize your living
room and spread out!

Skateboards that don’t need a bad ass
skater. These five skateboards released
in a limited edition run of 150 sets,
25 of which were accompanied by a
hand-signed Certificate of Authenticity
by artist Chéri Samba, was an idea
sprung by the artist’s painting, J’aime la
Couleur, which is part of the Fondation
Louis Vuitton collection.

This skeletal collapsible
acrylic clutch folds
flat for easy travel and
storage and comes
with a neutral dust bag
that can be used as an
inner liner to keep your
personal items a secret.
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Some functional objects
of art are best off-kilter
— think of the Leaning
Tower of Pisa! This
five-drawer shelving unit
made with laminated
and lacquered wood and
gold leaf is a perfect fit in
any eclectic girl’s room.
21st Gallery, Homme
Appuyé by Martine Bedin
Price available upon
request
21stgallery.com

Once revered as
the modern kitchen
essential, the microwave
has been delegated to
reheating leftovers and
making popcorn; but
now this everyday item
can give your kitchen a
facelift. Big Chill’s Retro
microwave comes in a
variety of retro pastel
colors to add a pop to
your corn and to your
kitchen!

This floor lamp turned
sconce adds a unique
design element to any
room. Inspired by the
Basilica Cistern in
Istanbul, Turkey where
each column in the
Cistern is cracked and
stained resulting in
unique engravings. The
imperfect glass globes
disperse light on the wall
like a painter’s brush.
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The Frank Sinatra
hit, “Polka Dots and
Moonbeams”, comes to
life in this Gucci polka
dot yellow pastel spring/
summer look.
Gucci, ivory polka dot
printed silk twill shirt with
puffed sleeves, ruffle detail
on the front and wrinkled
finishing
$1980
Ivory polka dot printed silk
twill bloomer pants with
cuffed ankles
$1600
Mid-heel pump in
multicolor python with
gems
$3290
gucci.com

Feyz Studio, The Lean
Light
$8500
shopmmcurate.com
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